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About This Content

New costumes for Eren, Armin, and Levi are added.
Costumes based on a festival theme. Enjoy battles and daily life sections in new fashion.

▼Additional content
- "Festival Outfits" (Eren/Armin/Levi)*

*Please note that Mikasa's "Festival Outfit" is not included.

▼How to use
You can access the new costumes by performing either of the following:

1. Select "Another Mode" on the main menu, and then select the character whose costume you want to change.
Change into the new costume by selecting "Character Editor" when you are near the tent on the field.

2. Select "Story Mode" on the main menu, and then approach the character whose costume you want to change in the Daily Life
section.

Change into the new costume by selecting "Change outfit" when you are near the character.
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Title: Additional Costume Set: Festival Outfit
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7/8.1/10 64bit

Processor: Core I5 2400 or over

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 VRAM 1GB or over

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: 16bit Stereo 48kHzWAVE

English,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German
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While the game so far is lighter on content, I really enjoy the mechanical changes over the first game. Possessing different
enemies to have different attacks is pretty fun. I also find there's just a lot of other improvements over the first one. For those
who haven't played the first one, it has a bit of a feel like binding of isaac and other rogue likes, while being its own unique
feel.. Beware Newbies.

After recently getting into racing games and wanting to try out a bike racing game, I picked up MotoGP 15 Compact after
reading a review from another user. I was excited to try the game and was looking forward to riding a motorbike for the first
time.

That being said, I have to warn you. This game is not for newbies. It is not an entry into racing games by any means. This game's
controls are exceptionally difficult and personally I was not willing to put the effort into learning them.

The graphics are beautiful, sound is on point and everything is top notch but those controls are extremely unforgiving, even with
all the assists turn on. I know some of you may simply think I'm a noob, but that's the whole point. From a newbie's prespective
I would definitely recommend avoiding this one as it is clearly catered to people who have experience with racing games.

I could barely keep my bike on the road and couldn't get out of last place no matter how hard I tried due to the extremely
difficult learning curve. This is not a game for newbies and definitely not for people just starting out with racing games.
Unfrortunately I can't really recommend any other alternatives so if you do want to put in the effort to learning the mechanics
and controls in this game just understand that it will take a very long time to master.. I'll have to say "meh" to this one. The main
game is basically OK, though the story is not very interesting. The voice acting is borderline and sounds like most of them were
just reading deadpan from a script. The music is decent. The bonus content is bleh. Puzzles run from trivial to easy. Expect 4.5
hours of gameplay. Buy it only on a deep discount.. Honestly, so far, I enjoy the whole idea of the game and would love to see it
developed further, but there are far too many bugs, almost to the point of being unplayable. I constantly crash after certain
points in game as well. On the bright side, there is a dedicated developer who listens and responds well to it's players. Assuming
that he continues to build on to this game, I will come back once these game-breaking bugs get fixed. For now, it needs much
improving. Unfortunately, until the game is at least playable, I would not recommend this game.. Very Nice. Good game. 8
transparent objects out of 10

That being said, I can't wait for Construct 2.0! Hopefully you are allowed a little bit more fast movement early game, yeah? The
distances you're expected to cross in the early game are frankly quite ridiculous, however once gaining certain abilities (I'm
looking at you Super Boost Orb) the game becomes so freeing and open and it's quite fun to traverse the environment.. Pretty
fun, not big enough community, blow stuff up. They even have a discord server. If you are a console gamer, this is a good game
to transition to, especially because of controller support. It's more optimized than Fallout. Have fun with this, and bring more of
your friends into the community! It's kinda lonely here! Other than that, this game is an amazing work of art. The developers
talk to you in the discord server! Imagine Duck Game but tanks and more whistles and less quacks. It's a perfect game for even
an intel compute stick. All in all, this game is amazing and I would love for more people to play.. Great game. Defender style
movement. Great graphics. Awesome music. Retro gaming homage. It's fun to play\u2026.. but SO SHORT! Six levels. That's
it! Only six levels and a survival mode. Very sad. Better play it on the hardest difficulty level if you want it to last.. I liked
game's aesthetics, cuz it overally looks and sounds good, futuristic style racers are my personal favorites and there is so little of
them especially on PC. Machanics wise game seems solid.

That being said - level design... I don't think there was any person that actually beat 1st level on first try, since without
memorisation there is little to none time to react to obstacles on track (no radar, no some kind of warning), especially when they
blend into overall track colorization and there is no break. It seems just unfair.

Game isn't asking for much price wise and it is enjoyable, so that's why I really can't just unrecommend it. In this price range
you usually land on smth that is just tragic \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and this game is REALLY far
away from it.
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Drop Hunt - Adventure Puzzle has decent visuals. It has pretty simple puzzles and gets boring real fast. It only cost me .06 in the
Oriplay bundle(got it on sale for 1.10) and I still feel I paid too much for it. Not fun at all!. *Edit - I made a few comment
updates to this review, the updates are in a single paragraphs wherever you see "*Edit". There is a tiny bit of new information
but nothing has been changed otherwise.*

There is a lot of misinformation about this game, and I'm only really posting a review to correct some of it.

First yes, it *currently* is online only because it was meant to be an online game played with others. Nowhere in the description
does it say "Single Player". Nowhere. It says it's an online survival game and single player isn't listed anywhere in the tags. And
yet people buy it and complain there isn't an offline mode because it didn't hit them over the head enough with the warnings that
it's an online game? It gets all the data from the server for the areas and such you're playing in. It's not as if it is just needing an
online connection for no good reason. The game was made to be multiplayer and doesn't list itself as single player, and yet so
many down vote the game because it doesn't come with something it never said it did. Anyway they're making an offline mode,
which I can't say if it's a good idea or not for a game meant to be played online but it's coming down the line.

*Edit - I do admit they could have done a better job explaining this is a hub based "light MMORPG"- and I feel they would have
had more sales if they had done that. You see other random people in game if you're in the same town areas as they are and can
group up with them to play together as well as friends you invite. Still they never said there was a single player mode anywhere
so to complain that it's not single player is odd to me. It would be like complaining Guild Wars 1 didn't have an offline mode.
These hub based light MMORPGs usually don't...*

Next the cut scenes - this game is based on the lore from the TV show Grimm. Nick and Hank are looking through one of
Nick's books of Grimm for information, and you're basically playing what they're reading about. The cut scenes some people
complain about that are just "two guys looking at a book" - that's the whole connection to the TV show and if you've watched
Grimm you'll be happy with having that there.

On to the "slowness" of combat. You start out with a huge piece of tree and then a giant club you're fighting with. They are slow
because they are meant to be more realistic. You're a Grimm that's stronger than a normal person by far but still these are pretty
huge weapons you're swinging. You also start with a shield that's slower because of it's size. Later on you can switch to faster
weapons and a much faster shield. Maybe they should have started you out with faster equipment so people would see how the
game plays with them from the beginning, but they are an upgrade choice you are supposed to earn as you play.

I've had no issues at all with server lag, but my play time isn't very long yet so I'll keep playing and update a comment here if I
do start to have server issues.

*Edit - Still no lag issues for me. The game is made to learn the patterns monsters use and to avoid or block them early. Some
people play and think the game is being slow when it's performing like it is supposed to, but others may be out of the two server
areas so actually would be having lag. I've not had even the smallest amount personally being a US based player.*

When I connected there was a US server and a server in Europe. Yes, if you are not in those areas maybe you will have issues
playing. There isn't just one or two servers that go up to 600 people - if a server in a region gets full another will appear, so you
always get to play. You're not locked out if you buy it and there are already 600 people online.

On to character creation - this is a little weird but you do have control over the look of your character it's just you have to let it
randomly assign your look and then keep clicking to go through random looks. If you click the gender button on the character
creation screen it will randomize your look. To get what you want you have to keep clicking the gender button of your choice
and wait until it randomly comes up with a look you like. It's weird and a bit annoying but not unheard of. The way they do it
definitely leans towards the "con" side, but you *do* have the ability to keep rolling random looks until you find what you like.
So you're not just forced to look one certain way. I'm guessing some people just never pressed the gender buttons up top to see
that it randomly changes the look each time you press one or the other.

The game is supposed to feel more like being in the real wilderness, so there are some open stretches without as many things to
fight on them as some people are looking for I guess. Having played other "survival" types of games it really isn't too much
different than the way a lot of them are made like that.
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If you're a Grimm fan you'll probably be pretty happy. Being a Grimm fan myself, I am probably influenced towards liking this
a bit more than I would have otherwise. The game is fun to me and I would recommend it.

I can't really say if it should be $15 or $10 though yet because I need to play the game a lot more to decide.

*Edit - Yeah it's worth the $15. The landscape seems repetitive if you stay in the same areas searching for stuff a long time, but
the environment does change around a bit as you continue further into the game. I do wish there was more variety earlier on, it's
so beautiful, but it does change up slowly. The game also gets much more active as you go along with lots of dangerous creatures
all over. It starts up a bit slow with mostly normal woodland creatures but it won't be long until you're swimming in harder and
more interesting stuff.*

If you want the solo offline version you'll need to wait until they update it to say it's here. If you like playing multiplayer games
with friends on Steam and you both get this, it's pretty decent though. It's also really cool for Grimm fans. Other people may
want to wait for a sale to get it.

Like every game that exists you should go check out longer gameplay videos before buying to see if it appeals to you. That's
pretty much a given but I felt I'd mention it anyway. The game is quite beautiful but you should see it in action to help you
decide if it's what you want or not.. This game is amazing.

Seriously. I completed a badge and saw I got a coupon for 50% off some game called Flobe. I clicked on it to see if it interested
me. At first I was disappointed because I saw what looked like a kind of cheap, dime-a-dozen arcade game. I looked farther into
the game though, and it interested me. Being that with the coupon, the game was only 50 cents, I decided to buy it.

What I got was the best 99 cent game on steam to be known in a unique and addicting arcade game. The controls are a bit
wonky, but they make sense and are very responsive, and anyway, the weirdness of the controls keeps the game challenging. The
graphics are fine, and actually better than I expected. Don't use the trailer as reference, because it looks a lot different than the
game now, which looks much nicer. On top of all that, the music is amazing! It's something you don't see a lot in arcade games
like this, and it really makes it much more enjoyable in comparison to some 9 second loop you'd hear in some other arcade
game.

If there was anything I would complain about it would be that there are a few annoying bugs, but being that the game is in EA,
those will get sorted out in due time.

9\/10. I finished it and promptly became a millionaire through Steam marketplace trades. 9/10 very good.. Very nice Tower
Defence Game.

here 10 reasons why!

1. lots of towers
2. towers are upgradable
3. skill tree
4. lots of maps
5. mutators
6. nice learning curve
7. create your own strategic
8. RPG elements
9. endless mode!
10. FUN FUN FUN. A must buy for platformer lovers!

You play as a kid with a paint shooting gun thingy. As you progress through the game you unlock different liquids to shoot with
your weapon. One allows you to climb walls, one allows you to jump from it to greater heights. It's a nice little gimmick that
differentiates this title from others like it.

Really tight controls, pleasant visuals, nice soundtrack. Levels were nice and varied, they presented a little bit of a challenge too.
Replay value is pretty good with the speedrunning modes.
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I recommend this title!
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